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Abstract: Secure data transmission is a critical issue for wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Clustering is an effective
and practical way to enhance the system performance of WSNs. High level of security is provided. . The capabilities of the
nodes depend on the type of network the node is residing in. Whatsoever may be the network efficiency, security is most
important, many WSNs are deployed in harsh, neglected, and often adversarial physical environments for certain
applications. A secure mobility aware dynamic keying technique for authentication in WSN is proposed in this
paper.Weightvalue is estimated using parameters such as the node degree, average distance, node’s average speed, and
virtual battery power. The keys are dynamically generated and used for providing security.The results show that the
proposed methodologies have better performance.
Index Terms: Cluster-based WSNs, Weight, heterogeneous, Secure data transmission, Dynamic key.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A Wireless sensor network is built by various distributed
devices which comprises of wireless sensor nodes by which
physical or environmental are monitored. The single nodes in
wireless sensor network can sense the environment. Nodes are
also able of processing the information data and also sending
data to one or more collection in a wireless sensor network
[1]. There are different types of wireless sensor network. The
capabilities of the nodes depend on the type of network the
node is residing in. Whatsoever may be the network
efficiency, security is most important, many WSNs are
deployed in harsh, neglected, and often adversarial physical
environments for certain applications, such as military
domains and sensing tasks with trustless surroundings [2].
Mobility is also one the aspects of wireless sensor network
(WSN) especially heterogeneous wireless sensor network (HWSN)[3][4]. Mobility of the nodes has become essential in
various applications. Researchers have investigated cluster
based data transmission which increases the scalability of the
network. Due to mobility clustering should be made
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dynamically. In a cluster-based WSN (CWSN), every cluster
has a head sensor node, which is cluster head (CH). A CH
aggregates the data collected by the leaf nodes (non-CH sensor
nodes) in its cluster, and sends the aggregation to the base
station (BS). The low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy
(LEACH) protocol presented by Heinzelman et al. [14] is a
widely known and effective one to reduce and balance the
total energy consumption for CWSNs. Mobility of may cause
malicious nodes and it may happen that malicious node may
become head or cluster member. That gives malicious node
the right of controlling the network. Hybrid, Energy-Efficient,
Distributed Clustering (HEED) [5], Energy efficient
heterogeneous clustered scheme (EEHC) [6], Stochastic
Distributed Energy- Efficient Clustering (SDEEC) [7],
Unequal clustering algorithm [8] are faced attacks on
clustering. Enabling security in WSNs in challenging because
the density, size of the network and also resource constraint in
nodes. As WSNs are deployed in harsh, neglected, and often
adversarial physical environments as providing physical
security becomes impossible and difficult to predict. Data
confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and availability are
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considered to be the security requirements which the WSN
should provide even in the presence of powerful attackers
[12]. There are various threats and challenges which is to be
solved.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, the related works are discussed. Section 3 describes the
cluster based secure dynamic keying technique which includes
dynamic clustering, dynamic key management, authentication
technique and bidirectional malicious node detection
technique. Section 4 presents the results of the proposed work,
section 5 concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
H-WSN are disruption of cooperative transmissions
which include routing attacks, jamming of signals, Wormhole
attack, selfish behavior, resource draining attack, relay
discovery attack, traffic injection attack, query flooding
attacks, Sybil attack, bad mouthing attack, rushing attack [13].
Nodes in the network share a session key which is secret
encryption key. Re-keying is performed using the other
administrative keys and the new keys should not be known to
the compromised node[17] When there is node compromise,
node addition, node failure or when topology changes.
Reasons for the node failure may be the malicious behavior or
battery exhaustion. When forcefully a node leaves the network
all the known keys to that node have to be changed[15][16]. In
[12] pairwise keying model is more robust against the node
capture attack as the other nodes are affected due to
compromise of the single node. In [14] a protocol was
presented which is a widely known and effective one to reduce
and balance the total energy consumption for CWSNs. For
prevention of energy consumption of set of CHs LEACH
rotates randomly. Network lifetime was increased by LEACH.
Later other protocols came as APTEEN[18] and PEACH[19].
LEACH-like protocols is challenging because they
dynamically, randomly, and periodically rearrange the
network’s clusters and data links [21]. There are more secure
protocol as Sec LEACH [21], GS-LEACH [22], and RLEACH
[23].In S. Sharma et al.[24]orphan node problem arises where
symmetric key management is applied. Orphan node problem
occurs when a node does not share pair wise key with others
in its pre loaded key ring. To mitigate the storage cost of
symmetric keys, the key ring in a node is not sufficient for it
to share pairwise symmetric keys with all of the nodes in a
network. It cannot participate in any cluster, and hence elected
as CH. Orphan node problem reduces the possibility reduces
the possibility of a node joining, it also increases the overhead
of transmission and energy consumption. The feasibility of the
asymmetric key management shown in WSNs which
compensates the shortage from applying the symmetric key
management for security [25]. In [26]cryptography in
asymmetric key management system offers digital signature
where the binding between public key and the identification of
the signer is obtained by digital certificate[26]. The identitybased digital signature (IBS) scheme is proposed by the author
in[27].In[28] author has combined the benefits of IBS and key
predistribution set into WSNs, later more work was done the
same. In[29] author has came up with a general method for
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constructing signature schemes and IBOOS scheme was
proposed to reduce the computation and storage costs of
signature processing. In WSN, IBOOS scheme can be
effective for key management.

III. CLUSTER BASED SECURE DYNAMIC KEYING
TECHNIQUE
A method has been proposed to overcome the problem
definition. A proposed method for authentication is secure
dynamic keying based on cluster. This method deals with
malicious node detection technique and mobility. In CSDKT,
In the CSDKT, after deployment of node in the field, CHs
are selected based on dynamically calculated weight values.
The GPS enabled heterogeneous nodes having high power.
The weight values is estimated and the node having minimum
weight value are chosen. The dynamic parameters such as
node degree, virtual battery power, neighbor’s average
distance and average speed. Each node in the network
calculates combined cost value and further this calculated
value is used for the derivation of dynamic key. This dynamic
key is used in communication for protecting the data and
updated regularly based on the change in combined cost value.
For the security within the network mobility of cluster
members and CHs are performed by authentication using the
dynamic key. The cluster members takes the responsibility of
the CH re-election when it tends to leave the network. For the
elimination of CH and malicious cluster member present
within network a bidirectional malicious node detection
technique is implemented. The number of CH depends on the
size if the network. The processing ability, energy and
memory of CH are high as compared to SN. SN collects the
information and forward it to the CH. CH uses threshold secret
sharing algorithm for splitting the packet into number of
shares and forwards them to the sink via multiple link when it
wishes to send the data to the sink[16]. The routing techniques
are Multi-path dispersal routing [32]. The user communicates
from BS as it is static while CH and SNs can move. BS is
where CH sends the data and analysis is performed if required.
A. DYNAMIC CLUSTERING
a.

VIRTUAL BATTERY ESTIMATION

Packet drop is resultant of synchronization issue so virtual
battery power is considered. In initially deployment of SN,
VBP value is assigned. CH nodes are assigned with more VBP
as they have high configuration. During intra-cluster
communication nodes transformation states are node-stayalive, packet transmission as well as reception, encoding and
decoding. While transmitting through states SN sends data
into the network. When a source node detects any event, it
forwards the packet size (Ζ) towards the sink. VBP can be
updated cording to the cost associated with the actions
performed then the Vci is calculated. After every action the
value of the VBP changes as the cost associated to that node
also changes so, its transient value is obtained.
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Here the CH is selected as per their weight value. It is
calculated dynamically. The weight values of the nodes in the
network is estimated on certain parameters such as node
degree, virtual battery power, neighbor’s average distance and
average speed[33][34][35]. Weight values is used because,
when in a network any CH has compromised or dead the other
nodes associated with that CH will be isolated. As so avoid
this scenario nodes try to associate with the other nodes in the
nearby region having high configuration. In such case the
node having less average speed and high virtual battery power
takes the power as CH. [33][34][35]. Generally nodes having
high configuration is elected as CH.
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D. AUTHENTICATION TECHNIQUE
For prevention of the misuse of the authenticated nodes or
from cheating the authenticated nodes the keys are
dynamically changed. HMAC code is generated by using the
same key. In this case attacker can not fool the user and not be
able to use previous keys.

V. BI-DIRECTIONAL MALICIOUS NODE DETECTION

For the purpose of security keys are generated
dynamically. This key is be generated by the source node and
same on destination node without exchanging any keying
information. Dynamic key is generated by using source and
destination identifiable dynamic parameters inside network. It
is used for authentication also. There are various parameters
among which virtual battery power plays a major role. CH has
a member table in which it records the details of each member
in the network along with its ID, NL, ND and virtual battery
power. Based on these parameters CCV is computed for each
SN.In the architecture, the location is estimated based on
Dynamic Reference Localization[36]. All these three
parameters are dynamic in nature and the value of CCV
depends on them.

A Bidirectional malicious node detection mechanism has
been included to improve the security. It identifies the
malicious node among CH and member nodes. The malicious
member nodes are identified by the CHs and the malicious
CHs are identified by the BS. For identification a trust based
malicious node detection model is used based on hierarchical
trust management protocol in FenyeBao at. al.[37]. This works
on the major issues like when the the node is compromised
and used as malicious nodes to disrupt the network service.
Algorithm: Key Updating Process
If Ni leaves a cluster then
Ni notifies CH
CH authorizes Ni
CH re-computes CCV of its members
else if Ni joins cluster then
Ni sends join request to CH
CH sends acknowledgement to Ni
Ni informs CH of its VBP NL and ND
CH authenticates Ni
else if CH leaves cluster then
CH notifies its cluster members
Re-election of CH takes place
New CH re-computes CCV of its cluster members
end if

B. DYNAMIC KEY GENERATION AND ENCODING

A. TRUST ESTIMATION

Key is generated based on the transient value of CCV.
When node transmits data it uses its virtual battery power for
generating key. That node transmits and encrypts the data to
its associated CH. At the receiver end the CH generates the
same key for decrypting the data.CH has to use the size of data
received and previous virtual battery power. Of the same node.
As CH generates the correct key, RC5 mechanism is referred.
The key to RC5 is generated dynamically. When the next CH
along the path to sink receives the packet, it generates the KD
locally to decode the packet. The source node need to maintain
the secured reports and vvirtual battery power for the
construction of the next key. This key is the input for RC5
algorithm in the encoding module.

Trust estimation have three components truthfulness,
number of transmission attempts, direct interactions.

IV. DYNAMIC KEY MANAGEMENT
A. COST FUNCTION

C. KEY UPDATING TECHNIQUE
Key is updated when certain node is added or when a
certain node leaves the cluster or when CH leaves the cluster.
In these three cases a key i8s updated.
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B. MALICIOUS NODE DETECTION ALGORITHMS
Two algorithm were implemented for the purpose.
Malicious CH detection and Malicious node detection.
a.

DETECTION OF MALICIOUS NODE

CH looks the trust value of data transmitted by its CM
and find whether CM is malicious or not. Which can be
checked considering two cases. First the value of data
transmission trust value is less than threshold and vice-versa.
In first case found true then CM will be marked as ML and in
second case the node will be considered as trusted. When the
malicious node is detected the CH broadcasts the message to
its members which includes the identity and dynamic key in it.
When it gets message it disconnect the its link and key
refreshment is performed associated with that node. By this
method malicious node I eliminated but it CH may be
malicious.
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b.

DETECTION OF MALICIOUS CH

Again two cases are considered BS computes TBSj (t) of
CH and is verified with TTBS. In first case TBSj (t) greater than
TTBS, then CH will be a trusted node while in vice-versa CH is
marked as malicious node. When CH is found malicious BS
broadcasts the CHIC to all cluster members. The transmitted
invalidation command when recognized by CMiand revealed
by CHi, the CMi terminates the data transmission and performs
CH reelection.
c.

SECURITY ANALYSIS

Bi-directional malicious node detection and malicious CH
detection ia applied by which malicious nodes are identified
and isolated. Three components were used for that.
Figure 1.4: Encryption
VI. SCREEN SHOTS AND RESULTS
A. CLIENT SIDE

Figure 1.5: Message To CH
B. SERVER SIDE

Figure 1.1: Login window

Figure 2.1: Login Window
Figure 1.2: After Detection Mechanism

Figure 1.3: Client Side Decryption
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Figure 2.2: nodes
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Figure 2.3: Cluster Head

Figure 2.6: Comparison of the number of alive nodes in
different protocols

Figure 2.4: File Transfer

Figure 2.7: Comparison of Existing And Proposed
Mechanisms
Nodes
2
4
6
8

Existing System
200
210
220
240
Table 2

VIII.
Figure 2.5: File Received

VII. RESULTS
Fig. 1 shows the comparison of alive nodes’ number, in
which the proposed protocols versus proposed. The results
demonstrate that the proposed protocols consume energy
faster than SET IBOOS protocol because of the
communication and computational overhead for security of
either IBOOS process.
SET-IBOOS
Proposed
Time
0.5
6
7
1
5
6
1.5
4
5
2
3
5
2.5
3
4
3
2
4
Table 1
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Proposed System
180
190
200
220

CONCLUSION

A secure mobility aware dynamic keying technique for
authentication in WSN is proposed in this paper. Cluster head
is elected based on its weight value and various parameters are
taken into consideration for that purpose. A bi-directional
malicious node and malicious cluster head detection
mechanism is also employed. Authenticated key management
mechanisms is applied in case when a new node wishes to join
or a existing node tends to leave the network. Cluster member
nodes performs the election of the cluster head. This method
has better results in providing security in H-WS.
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